
FROM THE LAB TO THE FAB

MEMS & MICROSYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY
We strive to bring your MEMS and microsystems innovations to life in our 
industry-grade environment.

We embody more than 30 years of expertise in a diverse range of demanding �elds, such as
watchmaking, space, life sciences, and harsh environments. Our seasoned and permanent team
supports our partners with a �exible mindset empowered with a state-of-the-art 150 mm wafer
cleanroom.

At CSEM, our expertise covers the full development cycle, from MEMS design to process development
and production. Whether you need a complete development, some design inputs, or just a few thin-�lm
depositions, we are here for you.

Concept & speci�cations assessment
The concept phase is the �rst step towards the realization of a new MEMS.
This phase is about you, your needs, and your expectations. It is also a good
occasion to get acquainted and learn how to work together. We review your
speci�cations, discuss their impact on the full development, and give design
inputs.

Feasibility study
Our team is fully versed in MEMS design and Multiphysics simulation. We put
your MEMS concept through its paces; we test, simulate, and con�rm the key
speci�cations. In parallel, we identify the main risks that could occur during the
fabrication and test them in short fabrication loops. The speci�cations, design,
and development plan are �ne-tuned based on our �ndings.

Process development & prototyping
Each key process step is developed and optimized in our 700 m  MEMS cleanroom. We set up the
process documentation and knowledge following our ISO-9001 quality system. A full run of prototypes is
manufactured and delivered for the initial tests and characterization.

Your partner for MEMS & Microsystems development from the lab to the fab
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Characterization & reliability testing
A fully-equipped reliability laboratory, biosafety
laboratory, and various application development
groups complement our cleanroom capabilities.
Fully versed in materials and devices
characterization—including the investigation of
microstructure, defects, stress, thin-�lm
morphology, mechanics, and hermeticity—we
conduct multiple-parameter reliability tests

approved by the European Space Agency.

Industrialization, packaging & production
We help you mature your technology and qualify it in a production-grade
setting, from the lab to the fab. Together, we de�ne the statistical process
control and �nal tests. The manufacturing process is then stabilized, and its
yield is improved. We take care of low to mid-volume manufacturing, up to 2-3
lots per month. Should bigger volumes be necessary, we support the transfer
to mid to high-volume foundries.

You have the vision; we have the tools and expertise to
realize it.
We constantly develop and mature new technology bricks, new processes, and new materials to
anticipate the needs and trends of the industry. With complementary expertise in surface engineering
(https://www.csem.ch/Nanosurface), ultra-low-power electronics (https://www.csem.ch/SystemOnChip),
and data processing (https://www.csem.ch/Vision), we support the whole value chain of MEMS and
microsystems applications.

Key MEMS process
capabilities

Sub-micron lithography
700 µm vertical DRIE with multi-level
capability
Thermocompensated silicon
Piezoelectric thin �lms
Glass machining
Wafer-level bonding
Wide range materials
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Expertise
Process development
FMEA, risk management
Statistical process control
Functional & reliability testing
Characterization
Biolab safety 2 testing & validation
ASIC design
Surface functionalization

https://www.csem.ch/Nanosurface
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https://www.csem.ch/Vision
https://www.csem.ch/pdf/41321


Key application areas

WATCH & MECHANICAL PARTS

BIOMEMS & MICROFLUIDICS

PHOTONICS & OPTICS

SPECIALTY SENSORS & ACTUATORS
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THE SMALLEST HIGH-SPEED CELL SORTER IN THE WORLD

MICROFLUIDICS GO INTO
OVERDRIVE WITH
ULTRAFAST AND
SCALABLE STERILE CELL
SORTERS
Cellular Highways and CSEM collaborate to develop and 
manufacture high-speed cell sorters

As we adjusted to the new normal, scientists worked around the clock to develop a 
COVID-19 vaccine. Now, researchers are quickly adapting these vaccines to get 
ahead of the virus’s new variants. This has created an urgent need for high 
throughput and easy-to-use cell sorters that are safe to operate with infectious 
cells, to enable the quick identi�cation of any cells with a positive reaction to a 
vaccine candidate.

Looking beyond this immediate need, several other major clinical and research 
applications rely on fast, sterile, and automated cell sorting technologies, including 
cell therapy, liquid biopsy diagnostics, and phenotypic screening of genome-wide 
pools. These �elds are all expected to grow signi�cantly these next few years and 
so will the demand for better and faster cell sorting capabilities.

UK-based company Cellular Highways (https://www.cellularhighways.com/)
(Cambridgeshire) currently develops the worlds’ fastest cell sorters. Their building 
block is a microdevice capable of switching packets in a micro�uidic stream with a 
time resolution greater than 40’000 per second! This is possible thanks to their 
micro�uidic chips and proprietary vortex-actuated cell sorting principle
(https://www.cellularhighways.com/technology/):
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And, in the cleanrooms of CSEM, we are responsible for optimizing and
industrializing these MEMS-based cell sorters. With a total of 9 masks needed
during the fabrication of these chips, there are plenty of process steps and
parameters to tune, mature, and make reliable for production. Thanks to our ISO-
9001 quality system, every step and change is documented and tracked, so our
partners know exactly what is being delivered to them.

CSEM is proud to support Cellular Highways in the development and
industrialization of their MEMS-based cell sorters. With promising applications in
drug discovery, cell therapies, and diagnostics, we hope these micro�uidic chips
might one day help to save millions of lives.

Working with CSEM has been excellent. Developing a MEMS device
requires not only the right facilities and equipment, but an extremely
knowledgeable team with microfabrication processes ready to go. CSEM
brought all these to our project, so that we could obtain and iterate our
testable devices e�ciently. Moreover, as a service provider, we have found
CSEM to be open, �exible, and customer-oriented, which is extremely
important for us as a young company with a new technology that requires
transparency regarding technical details and intellectual property.

Samson Rogers, Co-founder and CEO, Cellular Highways.
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